ABSTRACT We first review the fundamentals of directional modulation (DM) based on frequency diverse arrays (FDA), which is capable of achieving angle-range dependent point-to-point physical layer secure communications where the phase shifters of the FDA-based DM must be optimized continuously with time by complex algorithms like genetic algorithm (GA). Thereafter, in order to overcome the time-variant drawbacks of conventional FDA-based DM, we propose a time-invariant angle-range dependent DM based on time-modulated logarithmically increasing frequency offset FDA (TDM-log-FDA). Different from the conventional FDA-based DM, where the frequency offsets are linear and determinate, the frequency offsets of TDM-log-FDA are elaborately designed as time-modulated nonlinear logarithmically increasing values guaranteeing the time-invariant characteristic of TDM-log-FDA. Additionally, an improved dot-shaped time-invariant DM based on time-modulated multicarrier frequency offset FDA (DTDM-mc-FDA) is put forward to achieve time-invariant spatial fine focusing point-to-point physical layer secure communications, where multiple carriers instead of a single carrier are transmitted through each antenna element and the corresponding frequency offsets are also time-modulated. Using GA, we obtain the optimized phase shifters for the proposed two time-invariant DMs once and for all, which reduces the realization complexity of phase shifters greatly. Besides, a new metric called secure area is proposed to evaluate the security performance of DM systems. The simulated results demonstrate that the proposed TDM-log-FDA can realize time-invariant angle-range dependent secure communications, while the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA can further enhance the security with more accurately focusing secure area despite a small penalty of complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Security issues become increasingly significant for free space wireless communications. In order to improve the security of free space wireless communications, the directional modulation (DM) technique, as a promising transmit-side physical layer security (PLS) strategy, has been proposed for several years.
Generally speaking, DM is a transmit-side technology that is capable of projecting digitally modulated information signals into a pre-specified secure communication spatial direction in free space while simultaneously distorting the constellation formats of the same signals in all other directions, thus lowering the possibility of interception [1] , [2] .
The work in [3] - [6] presents the DM technique using phased arrays, where the desired amplitude and phase of each symbol in a digital modulation scheme can be produced in a given direction by phase shifting each element correctly. Afterwards, [7] puts forward another kind of directional modulation technique using a switched antenna array to achieve physical layer secure communications. By modification of the classical retrodirective array (RDA) architecture, a synthesis-free DM transmitter is realized in [8] , which also performs well for systems where there are more than one legitimate receivers positioned along different directions in free space. Besides [8] , more multiple-direction DMs are put forward to achieve multiple-user secure communications in [9] - [13] . The work in [2] , [14] , and [15] reviews the development of DM and establishes the metrics of bit error rate (BER) and secrecy rate to assess the performance of DM systems.
The above-mentioned DM schemes [3] - [15] , however, are only dependent of destination's azimuth angle but not the range. To address the needs for both angle-and rangedependent DM, frequency diverse array (FDA) [16] - [19] , as an efficacious technique capable of producing a rangedependent pattern, has appeared in the literature [20] - [23] . Specifically, the work in [20] and [21] uses uniform element spacing and linearly increasing frequency increments to achieve physical layer secure communications. Uniform element spacing and symmetrically and non-linearly increasing frequency increments are utilized in [22] to decouple angleand range-dependent transmit beampattern for the uniform FDA and DM techniques for secure signal transmission. Furthermore, [23] proposes a random frequency diverse array-based DM scheme combined with artificial noise to enhance physical layer security of wireless communications.
Overall, there are two main types of DMs in the recent researches. The first one is only azimuth angledependent conventional DM [3] - [15] , synthesized with phased arrays or switched antenna arrays. And the other is both azimuth angle-and range-dependent DM [20] - [23] , which is synthesized with frequency diverse arrays. The difference between the conventional phased array-based DM and the FDA-based DM is that the later uses a frequency offset to generate an array factor as a function of the angle and range. This property potentially allows the transmitter to steer the beam for the desired angle and range position [21] . Therefore, this approach offers an opportunity to prevent the eavesdroppers from intercepting the transmitted information on both the angle and range dimensions. Therefore, it will increase the security of data transmission against the eavesdroppers.
However, in order to synthesize the ideal baseband symbols for achieving point-to-point physical layer secure communications between the transmitter and the legitimate destination receiver, the phase shifters of the above-mentioned FDA-based DM must be optimized continuously with time by complex algorithms like genetic algorithm (GA) [4] , [21] ; if not, the optimal position of legitimate destination receiver will vary with time when the phase shifters are fixed (see Section II.C for detailed analysis). We call this characteristic of conventional FDA-based DM as time-variant characteristic. However, it is too complex to implement the continuous optimization of phase shifters using GA, which drives us to overcome the time-variant characteristic of conventional FDA-based DM.
Currently, only a little literature [24] - [28] is available in the radar domain to eliminate the time-variant characteristic of radar beam. This paper is dedicated to solving the unsatisfactory time-variant characteristic for conventional FDA-based DM in the domain of secure communications.
To the best of our knowledge, no work regarding solving the time-variant characteristic of angle-range dependent FDA-based DM is available in the literature. In this paper, we are the first to make this effort by proposing two novel time-invariant DMs: the first one is time-invariant angle-range dependent DM based on time-modulated logarithmically increasing frequency offset FDA (TDM-log-FDA); and the second is dot-shaped time-invariant DM based on time-modulated multicarrier frequency offset FDA (DTDM-mc-FDA). Totally speaking, the contributions of our work are listed as follows.
1) Different from the conventional FDA-based DM where the frequency offsets are linear and determinate, the frequency offsets of TDM-log-FDA are elaborately designed as time-modulated nonlinear logarithmically increasing values thus guaranteeing the time-invariant characteristic of TDM-log-FDA. 2) An improved DTDM-mc-FDA based on timemodulated multicarrier frequency offset FDA is put forward, which is capable of achieving dot-shaped time-invariant spatial fine focusing point-to-point physical layer secure communications in the free space. 3) Feasible solutions for the phase shifters of the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA are obtained using genetic algorithm once and for all, and a new metric called secure area (SA) is proposed to evaluate the security performance of DM systems. 4) The proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA can reduce the complexity of DM systems greatly, for the fact that only one time of optimization calculation for the phase shifters is needed for the proposed two DMs, while the phase shifters of conventional DM-log-FDA must be optimized continuously in order to achieve secure communications between the transmitter and the fixed destination receiver. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II mainly reviews the fundamentals of FDA-based DM, which include logarithmically increasing frequency offset based FDA (log-FDA), log-FDA based DM and the closed-form BER formula to evaluate the performance of DM. Afterwards, Section III proposes two time-invariant angle-range dependent DMs: TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA, the principles of which are analyzed in detail in this section. Besides, we simulate the BER performances of the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA in Section IV. Finally, Section V makes a conclusion for the proposed two timeinvariant DMs and points out the future related work.
II. FUNDAMENTALS OF FDA BASED DM
Different from the traditional DM [3] - [15] that achieves only angle-dependent directional modulation, FDA-based DM [20] - [23] can realize physical layer security in both angle and range dimensions.
A. LOGARITHMICALLY INCREASING FREQUENCY OFFSET BASED FDA
As shown in Fig.1 , an N -element FDA with frequency offset f is mixed with the phase shifters. When the phase shifters are altered, the steering function is also changed with respect to the value of the angle and range. Different from the linearly increasing frequency offset based FDA (lin-FDA) in [20] and [21] , here we adapt logarithmically increasing frequency offset based FDA (log-FDA), which can eliminate the periodicity of lin-FDA in the angle and range dimensions [17] .
For the log-FDA, the radiated frequency from the nth element is designed as
where f n = f · ln (n + 1) k ; k is an additional parameter controlling the frequency offset; and f is a fixed constant which stands for the frequency offset, satisfying the following inequality:
Considering the log-FDA transmitter described above, the signal transmitted by the nth element is s n (t) = a n e j2πf n t , 0 <t < T
where a n = e jϕ n is the complex weight associated with the nth transmitted signal. Now the overall signal observed at an arbitrary spatial position (r, θ) (r and θ are the range and the azimuth angle with respect to the first array element) in the far field is expressed in Eq. (4), as shown at the bottom of this page, [17] , where c is the light speed, d represents the interelement spacing between each array element which is set as d = λ 0 /2 in our simulations, and r n is the distance between the nth element and the observation point. For the second equation in Eq.(4), we have taken far field approximation into consideration, that is
Considering the assumption of | f n | f 0 , the Eq.(4) can be approximated as
In Eq.(6), the terms inside the summation sign are dictated by the geometry and the frequency-offset scheme of the system, therefore the array factor (AF) for the given system can be expressed as
B. LOG-FDA BASED DM
The expression of array factor in Eq. (7) implies that the radiation pattern depends on not only the azimuth angle θ, but also the range r, which inspires us to achieve point-topoint physical layer secure communications using log-FDA based DM (DM-log-FDA).
Since f n and the desired location (r, θ) are prior known, in order to achieve DM-log-FDA for secure communications, the remaining task is how to optimize the phase shifters ϕ n .
Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) is assumed in this paper. Each pair of symbols is optimally designed. Herein, we employ genetic algorithm (GA) to determine the phase shifters, since GA has been widely used in various applications such as nulling and sidelobe reduction [4] , [21] . The GA is expected to minimize the cost function, which is the sum of the square magnitudes between desired signal constellation points and transmitted points in a constellation diagram. If we take bits ''11'' which is located at the first quadrant as an example, the normalized energy for the desired modulation symbol in the desired direction is The calculated energy modulation symbol at the legitimate destination point (r 0 , θ 0 ) can be defined as
Accordingly, the cost function for the first symbol ''11'' can be expressed as
Obviously, for the QPSK signal, each symbol can be calculated in the same way as Eq.(10). The only difference is that, the desired modulation symbol in Eq. (8) is E (2) desired = e j3/4π for bits ''01'', E (3) desired = e j5/4π for bits ''00'' and E (4) desired = e j7/4π for bits ''10''. Therefore, we can formulate the optimization problem as (11) where M represents the order of baseband modulation.
We take N = 5, k = 1, f = −2kHz, f 0 = 10GHz, SNR=10dB and Gray-coded QPSK into considerations, and the legitimate destination point is located at (r 0 , θ 0 )=(150km,50 • ). The optimized phase shifters ϕ n for DM-log-FDA when t = 0.1ms are listed in Table 1 .
C. BER OF DM
BER criterion can be used to evaluate the effect of various distortions on communications. The work in [14] and [15] gives a closed-form expression to calculate BER of DM systems, which is based on which quadrant the constellation points are located at. For Gray-coded QPSK, the average BER of DM is calculated as where the BER xy , x, y ∈ {0, 1} is obtained by
when the transmitted symbol ''xy'' is constrained within its own quadrant. The parameter β in Eq. (13) is the minimum angle between the transmitted symbol vector which has the length l and the IQ axes. The term erfc(·) represents the scaled complementary error function, and N 0 /2 is the noise power spectral density with a Gaussian channel. Otherwise, BER xy is assigned as 0.5 when the transmitted symbol ''xy'' is located at its adjacent quadrants due to the constellation distortion; and it is assigned as 1 when the transmitted symbol ''xy'' is located at its diagonal quadrant. In order to depict the BER performance clearly, we adopt the dB form of BER in the following simulations, that is
Fig .2 shows the simulated BER (dB) distribution versus angle and range when time t is set as 0.1ms, 0.3ms, 0.5ms and 0.7ms respectively with fixed phase shifters in Table 1 . Two conclusions can be obtained from Fig.2 : a) the BER performance behaves well only around the secure area (see Section III.C for its definition) when t = 0.1ms, which means DM-log-FDA can achieve point-to-point physical layer security communications in both angle and range dimensions; b) when the phase shifters are adopted as fixed values in Table 1 , the secure area is time-variant, which shadows the DM-log-FDA.
In order to confirm the above-mentioned conclusions clearly, we further picture the BER (dB) distributions of DM-log-FDA versus angle-time (r = 150km) and rangetime (θ = 50 • ), which are shown in Fig.3 . Obviously, the BER performance varies greatly with time at the legitimate destination point when the phase shifters are adopted as fixed values in Table 1 .
As mentioned in Section I, in order to achieve timeinvariant FDA-based DM, the phase shifters must be optimized continuously with time. Using GA continuously, we acquire the optimized phase shifters when time is set as t = 0.3ms, t = 0.5ms and t = 0.7ms respectively, which are shown in Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 .
According to the optimized phase shifters in Table 1 -4, we further simulate the time-invariant BER distributions of the DM-log-FDA shown in Fig.4 . From Fig.4 , we can obtain that time-invariant point-to-point secure communications can be achieved by continuously optimizing the phase shifters, Table 1 ; (b) t = 0.3ms, phase shifters in Table 2 ; (c) t = 0.5ms, phase shifters in Table 3 ; (d) t = 0.7ms, phase shifters in Table 4 . but the BER distributions among different time are different. Although there exists theoretical feasibility to realize timeinvariant secure communications by continuously optimizing the phase shifters, the complexity of optimization algorithms makes it difficult to implement continuously.
III. TIME-INVARIANT DM BASED ON TIME-MODULATED FREQUENCY OFFSET FDA
In this section, we will solve the time-variant drawbacks of DM-log-FDA by proposing time-invariant DM based on time-modulated logarithmically increasing frequency offset FDA (TDM-log-FDA), and the improved dot-shaped timeinvariant DM based on multicarrier logarithmically increasing frequency offset FDA (DTDM-mc-FDA).
A. TDM-LOG-FDA
Inspired by the work in [24] - [26] , which designs timedependent frequency offset FDA radars achieving beampatterns that are time-independent for a given pair of range and angle, we apply the method into DM for secure communications by proposing time-invariant DM based on timemodulated log-FDA.
Different from the log-FDA whose frequency offsets are fixed values shown in Eq.(1), the frequency offsets of the proposed TDM-log-FDA are time-modulated and they are designed as
where (r 0 , θ 0 ) are the coordinates of the prior legitimate destination point. And the frequency offsets should satisfy the VOLUME 5, 2017
following relation:
Since there exists a singular point at t 0 = r 0 /c in Eq.(15), the above inequality may fail in the case that the time t is valued around the singular point t 0 . We assume the formula in Eq. (16) is achieved when |t − t 0 | > t 1 , where t 1 is a fixed constant reflecting the robustness of TDM-log-FDA system at the singular point t 0 ; and we call the time interval [t 0 − t 1 , t 0 + t 1 ] when the system is broken as ''break time'' for convenience. In order to avoid the unsatisfactory ''break time'' during data transmission, substituting the time variable t in Eq. (15) by t + r 0 /c + t 1 yields
According to Eq. (7), the corresponding array factor at an arbitrary spatial point (r, θ) for the proposed TDM-log-FDA is expressed in Eq. (18), as shown at the bottom of this page.
Once the array factor of TDM-log-FDA is obtained, we can further acquire the optimized phase shifters ϕ n by solving the optimization problem formulated in Eq.(11) using genetic algorithm, where the term E
which is much more simple than the expression of DM-log-FDA in Eq. (9) .
For the purpose of further improving the BER performance of the proposed TDM-log-FDA, we put forward an improved dot-shaped time-invariant angle-range dependent DM in the following section.
B. DTDM-mc-FDA
The work in [19] proposed a symmetrical FDA radar beampattern synthesis approach using multicarrier frequency offsets to achieve dot-shaped transmit beampatterns, which are still unsatisfactorily time-variant. In this section, we will propose an improved dot-shaped time-invariant DM based on time-modulated multicarrier frequency offsets FDA (DTDMmc-FDA) to achieve physical layer secure communications.
As shown in 
where (r 0 , θ 0 ) are the coordinates of the prior legitimate destination point. The frequency offset should also satisfy the following inequality:
Similar to the frequency offsets of TDM-log-FDA, there also exists a singular point at t 0 = r 0 /c in Eq. (20) . We further assume the constraint in Eq. (21) is achieved when |t − t 0 | > t 2 , where t 2 is a fixed constant reflecting the robustness 
Moreover, additional L phase shifters are also needed to match each array element. According to the FDA principles, the array factor for the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA is expressed in Eq. (23), as shown at the bottom of this page.
In order to achieve DTDM-mc-FDA, the mth calculated energy modulation symbol at the legitimate destination point (r 0 , θ 0 ) can be defined as
Accordingly, the cost function for the the mth symbol can be expressed as
Furthermore, we can formulate the optimization problem for DTDM-mc-FDA as
According to the derived transmit beampatterns and optimization problems of the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA, it is worth highlighting the following points:
1) The frequency offsets of the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA are time-modulated which means they will vary with time simultaneously.
2) The number of phase shifters for TDM-log-FDA is MN which is the same as the conventional DM-log-FDA, while the number of phase shifters for DTDM-mc-FDA increases to MNL. 3) Although the multicarrier characteristic of the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA brings complexity to some extent, it improves the performance with a dot-shaped BER distribution which will be verified in Section IV.B. 4) For the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA, once the phase shifters are solved according to the prior position of the destination receiver, they will hold all the time as long as the destination receiver stays unmovable during the transmission period. This is a highlighted advantage that distinguishes the conventional DM-log-FDA whose the phase shifters must vary with time continuously in order to achieve secure communications between the transmitter and the fixed destination receiver.
C. SECURE AREA
In order to evaluate the performance of DM systems achieving point-to-point physical layer secure communications, we establish a new metric called secure area (SA) which further enriches the metrics of DM systems. The metric of secure area is defined as the area where the average BER is less than a given upper bound BER 0 , i.e. SA = (r, θ)| BER (r,θ) < BER 0 (27) Since the range and azimuth angle are adopted in this paper to determine the position of the destination receiver, secure area can be intuitively expressed in the polar coordinates which will be verified in Section IV.C. Letting r max , r min , θ max and θ min denote the maximum and minimum values of range and azimuth angle of all the points in secure area respectively, thus the spans of range and azimuth angle of secure area can be calculated respectively by span r = r max − r min (28) and
Actually, the size of secure area reflects the precision of the position for legitimate destination receiver. The smaller the size of secure area is, the more accurately the position of legitimate destination receiver locates, and the more secure the point-to-point communication between the transmitter and legitimate destination receiver becomes. Obviously, the precision of the position for legitimate destination receiver can also be reflected by the spans of range and azimuth angle of secure area.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to compare the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA with the DM-log-FDA, we take the same parameters as DM-log-FDA illustrated in Section II.B. Additionally, the number of carriers for each element in DTDM-mc-FDA is set as L = 4.
A. TDM-LOG-FDA Table 5 shows the optimized phase shifters for the proposed TDM-log-FDA obtained by genetic algorithm when t = 0. It is seen that there are MN phase shifters needing to be optimized, which are the same as DM-log-FDA.
In order to testify that the designed frequency offsets of TDM-log-FDA satisfy the constraint condition in Eq. (16), we regard the symbol '' '' as max{ f n (t )/f 0 } < 10 −4 and the corresponding t 1 can be calculated as t 1 = 3.3257 × 10 −4 ms. The curves of frequency offsets f n (t ) versus time t are depicted in Fig.6. From Fig.6 , we can see that the maximum value of | f n (t )| when t ≥ 0, around 1MHz, is much less than the central frequency f 0 = 10GHz thus satisfying the constraint condition in Eq. (16) . Additionally, we can also obtain that the value of | f n (t )| decreases when the time is increasing, which guarantees the robustness of TDM-log-FDA system. Fig.7 describes the amplitude and phase of received signals at the legitimate destination point (r 0 , θ 0 )=(150km,50 • ) FIGURE 6. f n (t ) versus time for TDM-log-FDA. versus azimuth angle and range for the proposed TDMlog-FDA. From Fig.7 (a) and (b) , when the range is r = 150km, the amplitude of the received signal for each transmitting QPSK symbol at azimuth angle θ = 50 • is a constant (0 dB), and the phases of the received signals for each transmitting QPSK symbol at azimuth angle θ = 50 • are 45 • , 135 • , −135 • and −45 • respectively, which match the corresponding QPSK symbol. However, the amplitudes and phases of the received signals vary greatly when the range r is not 150km, which guaranteeing the secure communications between the transmitter and the legitimate destination receiver. From Fig.7 (c) and (d) , we can also obtain the similar conclusions to that from Fig.7 (a) and (b) . Using the closed-form BER formula in Eq. (12), we simulate the BER performance of the proposed TDM-log-FDA. Fig.9 shows the BER (dB) distribution of TDM-log-FDA versus angle-time and range-time. The blue strip line in Fig.9 (a) illustrates that when the range is set as r = 150km, the BER remains low and time-invariant only when the azimuth angle θ is near 50 • . Similarly, the blue strip line in Fig.9 (b) implies that when the azimuth angle is set as θ = 50 • , the BER remains low and time-invariant only when the range r is near 150km.
In addition, we plot the same BER (dB) distribution figures of TDM-log-FDA versus angle and range when time t is set as 0.1ms, 0.3ms, 0.5ms and 0.7ms respectively as that of DM-log-FDA in Section II.C for comparison, which are shown in Fig.10 . Compared with DM-log-FDA in Fig.2 , we can get two key conclusions from Fig.10 : firstly, the secure area (the adjacent area of the legitimate destination point (r 0 , θ 0 )=(150km,50 • ) where the BER is low enough) of the proposed TDM-log-FDA is more focused than that of DM-log-FDA, which means the proposed TDMlog-FDA can achieve more precise directional modulation; secondly, the secure area of the proposed TDM-log-FDA doesn't change with time which distinguishes with the DMlog-FDA providing a feasible scheme of time-invariant anglerange dependent DM.
B. DTDM-mc-FDA
In this section, we will analyze the simulation results of the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA. Table 6 lists the optimized phase shifters for DTDM-mc-FDA using genetic algorithm when t = 0. Since the technology of multicarrier is utilized in DTDM-mc-FDA, it is clear that there are MNL phase shifters requiring to be optimized, which are L times as large as the TDM-log-FDA and DM-log-FDA. The proposed DTDM-mc-FDA brings a little complexity to some extent, however, we will certify its distinguished advantages in the following parts.
Firstly, in order to testify that the designed frequency offsets of DTDM-mc-FDA satisfy the constraint condition in Eq. (21), we also regard the symbol '' '' as max{ f n,l (t )/f 0 } < 10 −4 and the corresponding t 2 can be calculated as t 2 = 1.7189 × 10 −3 ms. The curves of frequency offsets f n,l (t ) versus time when l is set as 0, 1, 2 and 3 respectively are depicted in Fig.11 . From Fig.11 , we can see that the maximum value of | f n,l (t )|, which peaks around 1MHz when t ≥ 0, is much less than the central frequency f 0 = 10GHz thus satisfying the constraint condition in Eq. (21) . Actually, the designed frequency offsets of DTDM-mc-FDA always satisfy the constraint condition in Eq. (21) as long as the time satisfies t ≥ 0. Fig.12 . depicts the BER (dB) distribution of the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA versus angle-time and range-time when the range and azimuth angle are set as r = 150km and θ 0 = 50 • respectively. Compared with the conventional DM-log-FDA in Fig.3 (a) , the blue strip line in Fig.12 (a) means the BER of DTDM-mc-FDA remains low and time-invariant when the azimuth angle θ is near 50 • . Compared with the proposed TDM-log-FDA in Fig.9 (a) , the blue strip line in Fig.12 (a) is more ''slim'', which means the improved DTDM-mc-FDA is more angle-sensitive than TDM-log-FDA. Similarly, comparing Fig.3 (b) , Fig.9 (b) with Fig.12 (b) , we can get that the BER of DTDM-mc-FDA is time-invariant and it is more rangesensitive than TDM-log-FDA.
Moreover, we also plot the BER (dB) distribution figures of DTDM-mc-FDA versus angle and range when time t is set as 0.1ms, 0.3ms, 0.5ms and 0.7ms respectively, shown in Fig.13 .
Compared with the conventional DM-log-FDA in Fig.2 and the proposed TDM-log-FDA in Fig.10 , we can get the conclusions from Fig.13 that the secure area (the adjacent area of the legitimate destination point (r 0 , θ 0 )=(150km,50 • ) where the BER is low enough) of the proposed DTDMlog-FDA is more focused than both of DM-log-FDA and TDM-log-FDA, whose shape looks like a dot. This implies that the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA can achieve more precise dot-shaped angle-range dependent directional modulation. What's more, the dot-shaped secure area of the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA are always stable at the legitimate destination point (r 0 , θ 0 ) whenever the time varies or not, which means the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA can also achieve timeinvariant angle-range dependent as the proposed TDM-log-FDA.
C. SECURE AREA COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DM SCHEMES
According to the definition of the newly established metric -secure area in Section III.C, we depict the simulated secure areas of conventional DM-log-FDA and the proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA in Fig.14 where time is set as 0.5ms and the upper BER bound is set as BER 0 = 10 −3 .
Comparing Fig.14 (a) , (b) with (c), we can obtain that the size of secure area for the DTDM-mc-FDA is the smallest which shapes like a dot and the spans of range and azimuth angle of secure area for DM-log-FDA, TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA are respectively (span r , span θ ) DM −log−FDA = (50.8km, 25.1 • ), (span r , span θ ) TDM −log−FDA = (29.1km, 7.9 • ) and (span r , span θ ) DTDM −mc−FDA = (6.6km, 2.9 • ). Obviously, the proposed two DMs not only overcome the time-variant drawback of conventional FDA-based DM which has been testified in Section IV.A and IV.B, but also offer more accurately focusing secure areas.
V. CONCLUSION
The phase shifters of the conventional FDA-based DM must be optimized continuously with time by complex algorithms like genetic algorithm in order to synthesize the ideal baseband symbols for achieving point-to-point physical layer secure communications between the transmitter and the legitimate destination receiver.
In order to overcome the time-variant drawbacks of conventional FDA-based DM, we propose two time-invariant angle-range dependent DMs. The first one is based on timemodulated logarithmically increasing frequency offset FDA, which differs from the conventional FDA-based DM where the frequency offsets are linear and determinate. The second improved dot-shaped time-invariant DM is based on timemodulated multicarrier frequency offset FDA, which can achieve time-invariant spatial fine focusing point-to-point physical layer secure communications, where multiple carriers instead of one are transmitted through each antenna element and the corresponding frequency offsets are also timemodulated. Moreover, the phase shifters for the proposed two time-invariant DMs are solved by means of genetic algorithm and the metric of secure area is proposed to assess the performance of DM system. The simulated results show that the proposed TDM-log-FDA can realize time-invariant anglerange dependent secure communications, while the proposed DTDM-mc-FDA can further enhance the security with more accurately focusing secure area despite a small penalty of complexity.
The proposed TDM-log-FDA and DTDM-mc-FDA can guarantee time-invariant physical layer secure communications between the transmitter and legitimate destination receiver. Since the phase shifters are optimized only once, the realization complexity can be reduced greatly. The timemodulated frequency offsets, however, require high-precision synchronization and high-resolution frequency offsets, which remain to be solved in our future work. 
